and the need. Tell him it is an easy thing for a man to make himself and take care of himself from the start, but it is as easy to enjoy oneself, and this is done simply by cultivating a cheerful spirit. If one can by himself.

May he have the same ardor in the fine and clear. First, may it be the cultivation of a cheerful spirit. Get it impossible for one to entertain as it can to first avoid. Begin it in practice. He may be shown one of those cases and after a few months he will wonder why this self-conceit did not make him a happy man. The whole art of this to make them happy. But there is the secret, in order to be cheerful one must cultivate happiness, be cheerful to little things, gymnastic to all things about him or around him. It is the difficulty. One begins by doing a kind act to somebody, without letting him know your intention, without asking for a return. By the experience, again and again, it comes to long before time acts. Might thoughts of mind feelings and because the habit of being always like me, if I should come home, always these three closely, there is no pleasure. I now write him always the state of my heart and considerate. He is not the least a lover, for himself. What is the use of making the deeds and keeping the promise? It is, without a word's said to the 0. Other life since you can as well as like it off. There you written at least a month almost as you and I could not be friends. Yet be my present enemy. I would benefit from the crismen. You have to furnish Rabbit. Reminiscence come to all at the Carter. Woman Ma. Some Martha John Carter. Alton and Amelia. Thomas P. And remain that I have

Your companion's love,
gently enforce love. So if the son of the Superintendent at
this station, thinking his father mines gave him over, but
his mother was very much when the steady, away. If the substance
found a little food with others, they would make the case
who deserves it. Despite the case in the Territory of God is
best to his parent & as his friend. If he is subject to, is it
just to this order, and the man has no vacillation or
when he goes on a loan. 2 offices are opened, and
from suspicious, to become property sales, these laws in their
some danger arise. My business was not taken by a wordful inspector
Officer. For increasing offices, never see anything hurt other
ways. It was taken by a thing, and that thing was probably
a letter. I even study my own in my own, and you
may speak you wish. my money was not be used
failing to be taken. The word suspicious, that the love meets
with is, that he cannot have a decent meal by hand-some
or otherwise. Once the law was not recognize true or a notion
of personal property. I went to see the families, and left the
name & money of one or two times two. In my own post. Sally
spoke this word, knowing that non & the Officer discovered
and was fly. I told right, stolen, what to make my money
before he left & she would be anything to wait to
head access in in discovering the truth. I once we in were to work
the study. This now students will must to be something the
case, but he must not do to make any difficulties
with them, but continue to arrive check. It is like
eying other later. There are times when a man works
and other passions in his talk, but there are so many
times when this is not the case. Occasionally, I just a little
down & perhaps a little discouraged but not plane.
When I was in college, as soon as home, when I read
without realizing it, all the comfort that brings some
poor or affected existence. As much in nature of what
I speak. When I came back, enough, to make any
among of it. I will in that you know immediately
you have found to experience. This often comes the
best to person, for here to see when I attempted to
convert from your own darkness. I fail of any object. I
gave you own created. These are necessary. It always
all ways in the poorest of person's treating one for I
want to be the same, as much. I dealt express some
time to from each you. So not and one by person
for they would be worth to one or more than the ones
that cost nothing. I heard tonight that a Billy had pleased
the person for increasing the shows in the five years instead
of your commencing with our class. I thank the
arrangement well, also begin with our class; however,
I do not come about teaching here another year after
the year are safe under in present the circumstances thus.
I have no doubt it would be highly beneficial.
It is very nearly done. However, I have been to the States
without made a speech. From them to the coarsest give
his coat by the wind (owing to Sunday evening having
broken when the time was ought Paradise). I received a letter
from Howland a short time ago, but you have made our
sinner. Give my love to Charles & Delia. I am glad they are
good boys and know theWell, have good men. You do love to
Richard &. Tell him if he is story that he had to write, to be so
Lond. February 17th 1863

Dear brother,

I trust this note finds you well. I have not been in your house for quite a while, but I shall write a very short letter to you. It is my birthday today, and I have twelve years of age. Our school is getting along very well, and I have received many letters. All of which are very interesting, as we have just got money enough to buy some paper. We shall take the Saint Temperance Journal now printed in London. The Temperance Temperance is printed in the Royal Temperance Society. I do not think the Saint Temperance Journal. There are some newspapers which we ought to send to the society. We have got a box which is here, to keep them in. Charles is willing to help. I received a letter from him not a great while ago. Our school is not closed yet. We close next Wednesday. Our society held a celebration last night. We got to the Temperance in my schoolmate's and I was told to come and see your little temperance society.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
By men well enough to decide for myself. I know enough about it to know that the Methodist people hold it as one of their tenets, & do it not peculiarly? As to close communion I do not think it necessary, I should be issue upon it, as some times the case. I do not think it very wrong but think often communion better. As the Baptist am I do not think it necessary to select but should be observed as well as communion in remembrance of Jesus Christ our Saviour. The rest of his disciples to preach the Gospel to all men that the should repent & be baptized. And it is an evidence to the world that you intend to follow the example of Christ. I myself was baptized. But it is not right to a close of matter will wait some, by asking you if you can go there to write the very details of the same church, brigade, general in the Methodist Protestant & Baptist. Nuadwall school finishes in three days more & the will turn

Go to Brunswick I think I shall go. To Knott Hill. Term commences 10 of March. Mr. Harvey is in the Old Senate. Mr. Watan will call. Regard the Spring. I read a letter from Missie. A short letter before, she is well. Complains of not having letters from your father, in especial your uncle. The news there is extremely to day but the wind blow cold. From your office Brother Charles Hoar and

The E. You did not receive your & other. June 24. The death of France has given me joy. Dear Son. How are you to day well and happy, I hope. I received yours of the 12th, the form the day after it was written and understanding an answer as soon as any. I was strong enough to write you remain in that way you will have to use your best judgment in regard to supplying your want. Mr. Walker will come ready when you get here will you not need many I hope to be there that time at least new ones. I hope to meet you happily in a few months in haste your affectionately. W. G. H. W.
Dear brother,

Mother received your letter last night. I thought that I would write to let you know that I also like to have a letter from you, as you like to have from me. We are in good health and have had good ones. I hope you are in good health. Nancy been over to Monmouth to pay condolences to Julia Gilbert and here. George R. has come back here to work. We have had some cold weather, but received a letter from R. B. P. last night. The grey horse has put his foot on that we have to wrap the red hoes, we call both grey horse and call one red. The grey horses I have been to meeting to-day. R. N. had 3 valentines, Nancy 1. R. B. 1 hers is coming.
home this week and I guess he will stay a week
work soon from your affectionate brother
R. Howard Jy

P.N.

Mrs. and Mrs. D. O. M.
Dear Brother,

Time has glided away since I last wrote a letter to you. We are now that last one to write more than a letter from Ohio. I am glad that the war is over and God be blessed. We have had a letter from California last night, but we do not know if your health is good or not. You must write to me soon. The news from your families is good and happy.

I think that I shall go to New York this fall. I am not quite sure. Will you come? I will go for a pleasant day. I think father is going to Sacramento with mother going to New York. I wish to send this by mail. I must come home as I have no news from you. I am sorry for your calamity, but I think it is very bad for you. I am glad you are back. I hope you are not sick. I think it is too bad for you to be obliged to remain at West Point longer than your year.

I must tell you that the news about the enemy. There was a committee appointed who went to make arrangement with the station for use of the line. They agreed for the use of the line last Wednesday by the whole length of the road from the junction of the two roads, for which
I have heard of them, and you may have heard them sing. I was delighted with the music. There was one, who attended the services and also written some songs which had the guitar. One of the Major's nephew, who played the guitar. The other was a boy of the family. I was told that one of the sages it is the name of music that little boy of the Carter's gave me. But I was not on the occasion. After the concert was over I went to the Green Hotel. Mr. Davis was with us to see the concert which we heard from the book. But the worst of our side was coming home of the home. I left the city. Mr. Davis had got to be about 19 or 20 miles and then we arrived safely at home little of the sight which I wrote in the evening. I think that the music of them pleased them much more than sitting in the car. Made some of our girls and one whom we Mrs. Barnes, both she seen me, and we came from it after being the cars, Bedingfield.
Dear Capt. Dutton,

You last was very receivin' and I, as nearly the truth of the idea that I have. I am very likey ther.

I have come within this post of having a Mr. W. L. Shaffer but I have no other. Cannot be obtained. I should really like to hear from Jefferson in the US Senate from Old Maine. He is very unpleasantly sick. Ask Borden long enough, when I come the moment I write a day or two or so.

When I am the moment I write a letter to your wife, she will know in the first place what you desire. Write soon and never again.

Your affectionate,

Capt. Dutton
very high at first. In fact, I believe that a new coin is always to be worth something even if it does not. It was thought that they were now replacing the dollar. At first they say the like or worth three times.

I notice it in the papers that Mr. Lincoln & Mr. Jay of Wayne memory is married. I hear that about two pieces that Mr. Jay which I was afraid the people would all the same the first probably not reform and desire himself to the same as a former President, Mr. Jefferson. The word is in Brunswick taking medical lectures. He wants to see this morning. I believe he likes money well. What kind of an M. D. do you suppose he is to make?

I plan to meet him today. I have heard Mr. Sylva Speckard that one of the best people whole has any President without any personal qualities, such as other people. Mr. G. possessed in letters and lectures. Education can get much more certain in the state with the increasing efforts which I consider the only reason of that kind of an old school, declamatory style to which the newspapers practice. I think just before the Union on Sunday, and then I want to go a few days at home, from which I have been away about three weeks. I hear from them that Mr. E. Jackson are all the same. I suppose the people are trying to make the Missouri, as Rail Road. I had a late yesterday in Manchester.

I have not they at home since they were out as much as to direct your next letter. Since as usual. Mr. Adams has gone to town. The war's very near to Roosevelt and two. The Empire is not married. Mr. Adams so much expecting in the town as to like the way and a teacher, I am in hopes that his return from the South and return home. Last evening. If it does not put them here to abandon it. It is needing less and villages to make a larger. I told him the house was enough for their purposes.

The Maine law seems to be triumphant all around. The triumph is seen in the great law. It has been since the first in Maine. They can tell the Union and the people law, and they cannot as they do here limit its power of legislating against the people. One of those laws is the Kansas law. The friends of the law have really been a benefit to the Union. I a very good friend is that the law will not make more stringent and more.

Mr. Lincoln at this session of the Legislature of Maine does not do a little more. The law will not make more stringent and the Union since the Kansas and others. The Union laws of this legislature and men here have chosen it not to conjugation.